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Abstract
In service oriented computing different techniques for
monitoring Service Level Agreements (SLAs) are available.
Many of these monitoring approaches focus on bilateral
agreements between partners. However, when monitoring
composite services it is not only important to figure out
whether SLAs are violated, but we also need to analyze why
these violations have occurred. When offering a composite service a company depends on its content providers to
meet the service level they agreed upon. Due to these dependencies a company should not only monitor the SLA of
the composite service, but also the SLAs of the services it
depends on. By analyzing and monitoring the composite
service in this way, causes for SLA violations can be easier
found. In this paper we demonstrate how to analyze SLAs
during development phase and how to monitor these dependencies using event logs during runtime. We call our approach MoDe4SLA (Monitoring Dependencies for SLAs).

1. Introduction
For a business operating in a networked environment it
is vital to accurately manage the services it provides to its
customers. This is particularly challenging when a business offers composite services where interaction with services offered by other providers influence its performance.
The quality of service, which can be offered to customers, is
calculated taking all these dependencies into account [10],
[7]. Consider a composite service which returns combined
information from several search engines. In this case, the
quality of service (e.g. response time) which can be offered
depends on the quality of service delivered by the search
engines. Together with constraints of the customer, these
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calculations form the basis for a Service Level Agreement
(SLA) between customer and service provider [12], [14].
Several approaches exist for monitoring the service level of
services during runtime (e.g. [15]). The monitoring results
are compared with the constraints specified in the SLA for
possible violation detection. Since SLAs are typically bilateral agreements, current monitoring approaches focus on
identifying violations in bilateral communication. Important research questions in this area are, for example, how to
gather reliable data, how to structure these data, and how
to combine data from different sources. Such monitors are
often process specific, activated or created when a service
is invoked, and terminated when the service is completed.
Most approaches for managing composite services combine the level of quality a company can provide with monitoring bilateral communication. However, to properly manage its composite service a company has to be able to reason about causes of SLA violations. For example, when
the offered response time for a composite service provided
by a company depends on response times of other services this company uses, it is vital to identify and monitor these dependencies. Exactly these dependencies are ignored by bilateral monitoring approaches. However, combining bilateral monitoring results based on their dependencies is, as we discuss in this paper, highly challenging. With
the MoDe4SLA approach we analyze during development
phase different types of dependencies between services, and
the impact services have on each other. Further, it allows to
combine bilateral monitoring results with analyzed dependencies and impacts of the composite service.
We demonstrate our approach by means of an intuitive
example in which a company offers two composite services
to its customers. SubscribedNews is a composite service
where customers automatically receive a news report. This
report is created by combining news items on personal interest (e.g., stock market information) from two different news
providers. Customers pay a flat fee for this service. NewsRequest, in turn, is a composite service which allows customers to request up-to-date news information on a specific

search query. The NewsRequest service is paid per invocation. For every request the company invokes two content
providers and sends information from the fastest responding
to the customer.
To offer the SubscribedNews service to its customers,
the company automatically receives data (i.e., news items)
from its content providers (i.e., news providers). This data
is stored in a database from which the company retrieves
data when composing the news report for its customers.
The company has an SLA with both content providers and
customers. Furthermore, providing the news report for customers does not trigger a service invocation by the company
to the content providers for data, since up-to-date data is retrieved from the database. Therefore, obtaining data from
content providers and sending reports to customers are different processes (i.e., invocations). However, response time
performance for offering NewsRequest is highly dependent
on the response time of the service provided by the content
providers. As a result, SLA violations between the company and its providers might result in SLA violations from
company to customer, which cannot be identified using a
bilateral monitoring approach. For example, when the content provider never meets the response time constraint, the
company most likely will also not be able to meet the response time it agreed upont with the customer. Therefore, it
is highly important for a company to not only monitor SLA
violations for each metric but also their dependencies on the
same metrics in other SLAs to identify causes.
Our MoDe4SLA approach allows to monitor these dependencies between SLAs, enabling decision support when
managing composite services. Fig. 1 gives an overview
of MoDe4SLA. Our contribution is to provide an approach
which allows the company to analyze its SLAs (annotated
with 1 in Fig. 1) by:
• identifying relevant dependency relations between services during development phase (annotated with 2 in
Fig. 1) (cf. Sect. 3),
• analyzing the impact these dependent services have on
the composite service during development phase (annotated with 3 in Fig. 1) (cf. Sect. 4),
• structuring monitoring results based on dependency
relations at runtime (annotated with 4 in Fig. 1) (cf.
Sect. 5.1), and
• identifying causes for SLA violations by graphically
representing the comparison of development phase
dependency analysis with runtime monitoring results
(annotated with 5 in Fig. 1) (cf. Sect. 5.2).

2. MoDe4SLA Approach
Our approach aims at supporting a company in managing
its composite services by identifying and monitoring their
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Figure 1. MoDe4SLA Approach

dependencies to services requested from other providers.
These dependencies are represented in a dependency model.
For each constraint in the SLA of a composite service, the
services it depends on are identified. An SLA typically consists of a set of Service Level Objectives (SLO) which contain guaranteed quality constraints [12], [14]. A typical example of an SLO is:
In 90% of all cases, invocation of service X will
have a response time within y milliseconds (ms).
Each of these SLOs is measurable and consists out of one
or more, possibly composite, metrics. For example, a composite metrics can be the average response time over all
customers in a month. Furthermore, these SLOs typically
hold a validity time constraint, for example “Mo-Fri 9:0017:00”.
Offering a composite service to customers implies that a
company relies on content providers to offer necessary data.
Both customers and content providers have an SLA with the
company. We propose to explicate for each SLO on which
other services its performance depends (cf. Fig. 1). Different SLOs in one SLA might depend on different services or
depend on them in different ways. For example, if a company offers information with a fast response time by querying five providers and returning information of the fastest
responding one, a cost constraint will be influenced by all
five services (due to invocation they all have to be paid)
while a response time constraint will only be influenced by
the fastest responding service.
Furthermore, we demonstrate how to calculate the impact a service has on a depending composite service. Assume for example that the cost constraint on a composite
service depends on service A and service B, where service
A costs on average ten times more than service B. Now,
the cost impact of service A on the composite service is ten
times higher than the one of service B. Based on the dependency model we calculate the impact of a service on the
composite service (cf. Fig. 1), using impact analysis.
Data on messages exchanged between customer and
provider are gathered in event logs. These event logs enable monitoring the SLOs and their dependencies based on

SLA SubscribedNews, Company & Customer. January 1,
2008 - June 30, 2008
SLO-cost: Company will deliver SubscribedNews on a
monthly average of less than 1 euro per service.
SLO-time: Company will deliver SubscribedNews once a day
before 9:00 am, Mo-Fri.

SLA NewsRequest, Company & Customer. January 1, 2008 June 30, 2008
SLO-cost: Invocation NewsRequest by Customer will cost the
first 100 times in a month 0.50 euro, thereafter 0.40 euro.
SLO-time: Company will respond to NewsRequest invocation
by Customer within 5 ms, 99% of the time.

SLA NewsUpdate, Company & CP1. January 1, 2008 - June
30, 2008
SLO-cost: CP1 will deliver NewsUpdate for 0.50 euro per
news item, with a maximum of 50 euro per day.
SLO-time: CP1 will deliver NewsUpdate to Company once a
day, 7 days a week before 6:00 am.

SLA Request, Company & CP1. January 1, 2008 - June 30,
2008
SLO-cost: Invocation Request by Company will cost 0.20
euro.
SLO-time: CP1 will respond to Request invocation by Company within 3 ms, 99.9% of the time.

SLA NewsUpdate, Company & CP2. January 1, 2008 - June
30, 2008
SLO-cost: CP2 will deliver NewsUpdate for 0.30 euro per
news item, with a maximum of 39 euro per day.
SLO-time: CP2 will deliver NewsUpdate to Company once a
day, 7 days a week before 6:00 am.

SLA Request, Company & CP2. January 1, 2008 - June 30,
2008
SLO-cost: Invocation Request by Company will cost 0.15
euro.
SLO-time: CP2 will respond to Request invocation by Company within 4 ms, 99% of the time.

Table 1. SLAs SubcribedNews

Table 2. SLAs NewsRequest

these data. We abstract and structure necessary data from
event logs in an event log model to enable evaluation and
monitoring of SLOs (cf. Fig. 1). For decision support in
managing composite services, we combine the dependencies, the calculated impact factors, and the bilateral monitoring results into one model which graphically represents
these relations.

service the customer can request news on a specific topic.
These requests costs 0.50 euro. If the customer has more
than 100 requests per month, price per invocation will decrease to 0.40 euro. Each request will be in 99% of all cases
responded within 5 ms. The company, in turn, invokes the
services of two content providers for every NewsRequest
and sends data from the fastest responding to its customer.
Content providers respond within 3 ms (4 ms) for 0.20 euro
(0.15 euro) to an invocation by the company in 99.9% (99%)
of all cases.
Although dependency models for SLOs might differ in
notation, common requirements can be identified:

3. Dependency Models
A composite service depends on one or more other services. In our example, SubscribedNews and NewsRequest
both depend on two other services offered by different content providers. In our approach, we specify on which services the fulfillment of a specific SLO depends and how it
depends on these services. The SLOs for cost and response
time, specified in the SLAs of the company with content
providers (CP1 and CP2) and customers are denoted in Table 1 and Table 2. Note that we do not provide a specification language for SLAs like WSLA Framework [12] or
the SLA language by Sahai et al. [14]. Instead our approach
focusses on conceptual issues and is thus language independent.
The company delivers from Monday to Friday before
9:00 am news items the customer is interested in. The price
is not higher than 1 euro and depends mainly on the number
of news items that fit the requirements of the customer. With
its content providers the company agreed to deliver daily
all news items for a fixed price per item with a maximum
of, respectively, 50 and 39 euro per day. These news items
are delivered before 6:00 am. Regarding the NewsRequest

• Req. 1: Model the composite service and the services
it depends on.
• Req. 2: Model dependency on more than one service.
• Req. 3: Model dependency on one service out of a set.
Quantification has to be possible.
• Req. 4: Model storage with or without reuse.
Req. 2 ensures that the cost of a composite service may
depend on the costs of two other services. Req. 3 states
that when a choice between services occurs, the company
should be able to estimate how often each of the services
will be chosen. Req. 4 enables to model reuse of data from
a service. For example, in SubscribedNews the company
uses a database of information to serve its customers and
it fills the database by querying several content providers.
Data from content providers can be reused in other composite services. In Sect. 3.1 and Sect. 3.2 the construction
of dependency models for the SLOs of the composite services SubscribedNews and NewsRequest are described.
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3.1. Dependency Model for Cost
Both examples (i.e., SubscribedNews and NewsRequest)
contain one SLO depicting a cost constraint (cf. Table 1
and 2). Here, we construct for both examples the cost dependency model. We introduce a domain-specific modelling
language for cost dependencies which enables depicting all
necessary details while keeping a high level of abstraction.
This enhances readability and decreases necessary modelling effort. The requirements enumerated in Sect. 3 are
implemented by the constructs from Table 3. It is possible
to model that meeting a constraint for one service depends
on how the performance of another service is. It is also possible to model that meeting constraints for one service depends on two or more different services with an AND-split.
Furthermore, by using XOR-splits exclusive choices can be
modelled (i.e., the service depends on one out of a set of services) with the possibility to add a ratio on the likelihood of
choosing one of the options. As a last modelling construct
it is possible to denote reuse of data provided by a service.
Fig. 2 shows on which services the cost of SubscribedNews and NewsRequest depend and how these dependencies look like. The cost of composite service SubscribedNews is dependent on the cost of NewsUpdate with both
CP1 and CP2, indicated with an AND-split (cf. Fig. 2).
Moreover, NewsUpdate data is used more than once (i.e.
the company sends more than once the same data to different customers). This reuse is 100 times of data from CP1
and 80 times from CP2 (cf. Fig. 2). Note that data from
CP1 are more often reused than data from CP2 because the
former are also used in another unrelated service offered by
the company.
The cost of composite service NewsRequest is dependent on both costs of Request from CP1 and CP2. This is
again indicated with an AND-split (cf. Fig. 2). So, even
though the customer only receives data from one service
provider, he pays for fast delivery, namely the cost of invoking two content providers. Data for a news request are
not reused.

3.2. Dependency Model for Response Time
SubscribedNews and NewsRequest both contain an SLO
with a time constraint (cf. Table 1 and 2). Next, we intro-
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Figure 2. Cost Dependency Model
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duce the domain specific response time dependency model
for both examples. Apart from the general modelling requirements for dependency models as depicted in Sect. 3,
also the order in which services are executed is relevant
for response times. For example, if the services on which
the composite service depends can be executed in parallel, the response time will be faster than when compared
to serialized execution. Workflow modelling techniques are
highly suitable for modelling response time dependencies,
allowing ordering of messages. We use Coloured Petri Nets
(CPN) [11] for these models. Table 4 discusses the requirements as summarized in Sect. 3 for Petri Nets. We illustrate
how the different requirements can be modelled. Note that
by using Petri Nets these requirements can be modelled in
many different ways.
The response time for SubscribedNews is dependent on
NewsUpdate services of both CP1 and CP2 (cf. Fig. 3).
The CPN depicts how CP1 and CP2 send data which are
then stored in the database of the company. Both content
providers send their id (CP id) together with the content
(i.e., news items, C id). The company adds this information to the database while inserting a primary key (DB pk).
Independent from filling the database, the company sends
daily updates to customers with specific interests by requesting data from the database (S id). Data used to compose a news report for the customer can be reused for other
reports. Therefore, information requested from the database
are also returned (m). The resulting report is sent to the customer.
Response time dependencies for NewsRequest are dependent on the response times of Request services invoked
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by the company to both content providers (cf. Fig. 3). For
readability purposes we omit coloring of the Petri Net. As
soon as the company receives a response from one of the
two content providers, it sends out this information to the
customer (Send first). This enables faster response times
for the customer.

4. Impact Analysis
The dependency model for an SLO depicts on which services a composite service depends. However, not every service the composite service depends on, has the same impact on the composite service. For example, if costs for a
composite service depend on services A and B, but service
A costs on average only ten percent of service B, the impact of service B on the price of the composite service is
much higher than the impact of service A. Therefore, our
approach allows to do an impact analysis for every dependency model. The impact a service has on the composite service can be determined by analyzing the dependency
model. Each construct (e.g. AND-split) in the dependency
model affects the impact of the service it connects to the
composite service in a different way. For example, an ANDsplit in a cost dependency model denotes that costs for a
composite service are influenced by both services it depends
on. Opposed to this, an XOR-split indicates that the costs

for the composite service is influenced by only one of the
two services it depends on (i.e., a service only has an impact on part of the composite service instances), which decreases the impact of these services with 50% (i.e., each service only occurs in half of the composite service instances).
This impact factor indicates how likely it is that the service
influenced the performance of the composite service.
To calculate this impact factor, we need to go through
the dependency model, starting at the composite service
through all constructs, ending at the services. By considering the effects of each construct on the impact while going through the model, we can calculate the impact of the
service. For analyzing the dependency model in a structured way we create an abstraction graph to depict the impact models. For each construct in the dependency model a
node with its impact equation is created. Table 5 denotes the
graph notation and equation for all constructs of cost and
response time dependency models. The comparison impact
value of the composite service is always 1.
The impact factor of service A (I(A)) on a composite
service is equal to factor x on the incoming edge times the
value of service A times number of loops r (cf. Table 5).
Value A is either the estimated cost or the estimated response time. The number of loops r will be important if
one service gets invoked more than once for one composite
service. For example, if for a composite service the company invokes twice (r = 2) the same service A of its content
provider with a response time of 3 ms before responding to
a request of its customer. If service A results in the invocation of another service (serialism) the outgoing edge (y)
will have the same impact factor as the incoming one (x) (cf.
Table 5). The second construct is an AND-split where outgoing edges (y and z) have the same impact factor as the incoming edge (x). The third construct is an XOR-split where
estimated ratio r:s determines the impact of edges y and z.
Assume that for fulfilling a composite service a company
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chooses between two content providers. The first offers fast,
but expensive data, the second offers slow but cheap data.
Depending on the customer, the company chooses either of
the two. Estimations by the company are that it will choose
3:1 (r:s) for the fast service. The fourth construct is an ORsplit to enable modelling response time dependencies on a
subset of a set of services (i.e., m-out-of-n services). For example, choosing the first three responses on ten invocations.
The equation is the same as for the XOR equation except
that r+s ≥ 1 holds. The fifth construct enables modelling a
database or storage. When the results of a service are stored
in a database or, with physical goods, in a storage then the
dependency on response time for the composite service will
disappear. Therefore, the impact of services adding information or goods to a database or storage on the composite
service regarding response time is zero. The last construct
in Table 5 enables modelling reuse which influences the cost
impact factor. When information is reused the cost for the
service is divided among these services. Therefore, the impact factor for costs is divided by the estimated number of
reuses.
To ensure completeness for our impact model constructs
we analyzed all Workflow Patterns [1]. The influence on the
response time for each of these patterns is evaluated and can
be represented with the constructs of the abstraction graph.
Fig. 4 depicts impact graphs for both response time and cost
of the SubscribedNews service as abstracted from the dependency model. For cost the service depends on both UpdateNews services with a reuse element in between, to mit-

igate the influence. Fig. 4 also depicts the impact graphs for
response time and cost of the NewsRequest service. The impact factor for response time is now influenced by the estimated ratio r:s on the XOR-split. Using the equations in Table 5 and both graphs in Fig. 4 cost and time impact factors
can be calculated and are depicted in Table 6. Note that the
average cost of NewsUpdateCP1 cannot directly be derived
from the SLO (cf. Table 1) since it states 0.50 euro per item
with a maximum price of 50 euro per day. The same holds
for NewsUpdateCP2. Now, the company makes an estimation on the average value based on previous observations:
NewsUpdateCP1 = 40 and NewsUpdateCP2 = 30. For the
impact on response time for NewsRequest estimations are
made on the XOR-split ratio r:s. Since RequestCP1 should
respond on average faster than RequestCP2, ratio r:s is estimated on 3:1. Recall that the agreed upon response times
by CP1 and CP2 for Request are 3 and 4 ms. The impact
factor is an absolute value, i.e., when an impact value of a
service is 5 in Model A and 10 in Model B then the impact
of that service on the composite service is really twice as
big in Model B as Model A.

5. Monitoring
To manage composite services it is important for a company to monitor and evaluate the dependency models. For
example, identifying constant violations of an SLO by a
provider may lead to ending collaboration with this partner. On the other hand, when the company can easily meet
the agreed service level, it might be able to make a more
competitive offer with a higher level of service. Especially,
monitoring dependencies gives insight into the causes for
under or over performance of an SLO, supporting decision
making on service level changes. Combining this information with impact factors of each service and bilateral monitoring information results in a complete picture of how the
composite services are functioning. First, we describe how
to abstract necessary data from event logs which are created
for bilateral monitoring in Sect. 5.1. Subsequently, Sect. 5.2
discusses how to combine this information with the impact

factors and the identified dependencies.

• The set of messages exchanged to execute the service
• The cost of the service

5.1. Event Log Model
All data necessary to evaluate the dependency models are
present in event logs. These are produced during message
exchanges. The challenge is to abstract useful information
and to structure it in a meaningful way. The focus of our
monitoring approach is on the different SLOs of a composite service. Therefore, we capture information concerning
the SLO (e.g., timestamps to measure response times and
payment information for cost calculations). In addition we
capture data to correlate different messages. A more detailed discussion on how to structure Event Log Models can
be found in [6]. To enable abstraction of event log data, we
need to correlate the following information:
1. Messages exchanged between provider and customer
during invocation of the composite service.
2. Services (and their messages) invoked by the composite service, i.e., the services a composite service depends on. This is achieved by either matching identifiers (as available for example with a BPEL implementation) or by doing semantic matching.
3. Instances of services belonging to one specific type of
service (e.g., all instances of a premium account).
4. Grouping classes of services belonging to one business activity (e.g., all premium and normal account instances for service X).
5. Instances of services that are exchanged with the same
business partner (e.g., all instances of services exchanged with content provider A).
6. Composite services that reuse data from the same service. Again this information is correlated through
identifiers or by semantic matching.
SLOs of one SLA can have different levels of abstraction. When one SLO is defined on a lower level (e.g. every invocation of a composite service has a certain response
time) while another SLO is defined on a higher level (e.g.
all invocations of this composite service over a year have
an average cost value of y) then both levels of abstraction
are represented in the event log model. For easy representation and implementation, we use sets and tuples. To meet
the identified correlation criteria we structure our event log
model according to the following definitions. For brevity
we denote timestamps in relative ms instead of complete
date and time notation.
Definition 1 (Message) A message x is represented as tuple (a,b,c,d) with time(x)= a, issuer(x)=b, recipient(x)=c,
content(x)= d.
Definition 2 (Service) A service is represented as a tuple
containing:

Definition 3 (Composite Service) A composite service in
the event log model is represented as a tuple containing:
•
•
•
•
•

The issuer of the composite service
The type of service issued
The cost of the service
The set of messages exchanged with the issuer
The set of service instances this composite service depends on

An example of one instance of NewsRequest by a customer in event log model notation is as follows.
Composite
 Service:
CS(id1)=



CustomerX, NewsRequest, 0.50, {M(id2),M(id3)}, {S(id4), S(id5)}

Services:
S(id4)= (M(id6), M(id7), 0.20)
S(id5)= (M(id8), M(id9), 0.15)
Messages:
M(id2)= (1.0, CustomerX, Company, ”Dutch politics”)
M(id3)= (5.5, Company, CustomerX, ContentY)
M(id6)= (2.0, Company, CP1, ”Dutch politics”)
M(id7)= (4.2, CP1, Company, ContentY)
M(id8)= (2.1, Company, CP2, ”Dutch politics”)
M(id9)= (5.1, CP2, Company, ContentZ)
Here, composite service NewsRequest CS(id1) is issued
by CustomerX for the cost of 0.50 euro. Between the company and CustomerX two messages M(id2) and M(id3)
were exchanged, and the two services S(id4) and S(id5)
were used by the company to fulfill the composite service.
Both services S(id4) and S(id5) consist of two messages
and cost 0.20 and 0.15 euro, respectively. Each message
M(idX) consists of timestamp, issuer, recipient, and content
of the message. In this case, the customer wants an update
on Dutch politics. Both CP1 and CP2 deliver news items
(ContentY and ContentZ). The company sends ContentY
since this is the first to arrive (4.2 ms < 5.1 ms).

5.2. Monitoring Dependencies
Analysis of dependencies between services during development phase (cf. Sect. 3), and analysis of impact these
services have on the composition (cf. Sect. 4) are used to
support monitoring composite services during runtime. The
event log model, containing results of bilateral communication, is compared with the SLOs. For example, if the
SLO states that response time will be on average 3 ms, the
achieved average response time can be easily calculated using the timestamps. These bilateral results are combined

using the dependency models and impact analysis done at
development phase. As a result not only bilateral SLOs are
assessed but a complete picture on how the composite service, with the different SLAs, is functioning is provided.
This combined result of development phase model analysis and runtime event log data is graphically represented by
coloring the services in the dependency models (cf. Fig. 5).
A service is colored green when the constraint of the SLO
is met during runtime, yellow when the constraint is not met
with a maximum negative deviation of 10%, red when the
constraint is not met with a deviation greater than 10%, and
dark green if the constraint was easily met (i.e., the constraint could have been more than 10% tighter). Of course,
these deviation percentages can be changed by the user. An
important aspect of this evaluation is the time frame as defined in the SLO. The SLO time frame of the composite service might differ from the time frame defined in the SLOs
of the services it depends on. For example, the cost SLO for
SubscribedNews with the customer evaluates an average of
one month while the time frame for the two services it depends on is a maximum per day (cf. Table 1). Since we aim
at monitoring the composite service, we choose to evaluate
each SLO with the time frame used in the composite service. This means that for evaluating the composite service
some SLOs of services it depends on, have to be adapted.
In case of the cost SLO for SubscribedNews this means that
the costs of UpdateNews services are gathered for the entire
month. Now, the constraint of “not more than 40 euro per
day” (cf. Table 1) is evaluated by checking whether there
was no violation during that month.
Estimations are also evaluated. For example, the company estimated that in 75% of all cases CP1 would be the
first to deliver content to a request of data (cf. Sect. 4). This
is represented as a ratio on the XOR-split. These estimations on constructs are evaluated based on combining information from different bilateral monitoring results. The results are again graphically represented by coloring the constructs.
As a last addition the impact factors, as calculated in
Sect. 4, are considered. The result of these three parts
(evaluating the SLOs, estimations on constructs, and impact factors) combined form a solid basis to evaluate the
composite service. As an example, the response time SLO
of NewsRequest is evaluated and graphically represented in
(cf. Fig. 5). Using the event log model, it is calculated that
the average response time to a NewsRequest is 5.2 ms, this
is less than 10% under performance and therefore colored
yellow. It turns out that ratio r:s (cf. Sect. 4) is not 3:1 but
4:1. CP1 was more often favored over CP2 than expected.
As a result the upper half of the XOR-join is green and the
lower half yellow. The response time by CP1 was on average 3.4 ms which is more than 10% worse than agreed
upon. As a result the service colors red. CP2 responded
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Figure 5. Coloring of a Dependency Model

on average in 3.6 ms which is more than 10% better than
agreed. Therefore, the service colors dark green.
The result of our approach enables users to identify
which services are performing good and which bad. In this
case a possible cause of violating the response time SLO for
NewsRequest is bad performance of CP1. Especially considering that the impact factor of this service is more than
twice as big as the impact factor of the other NewsRequest
service (9 against 4). Also estimations on choices, repetitions, and reuse are evaluated. In this way, estimations in
the dependency models can be compared to real life data,
enabling decision support for managing composite services.

6. Related Work
An important framework for specifying composite services is the WSLA framework by Keller et al. [12]. We
use their structure and requirements on SLA definitions for
our approach. Their framework enables the specification
of SLAs which enables monitoring composite services although this is not treated explicitly. Another framework for
specifying web services is the WSOL framework by Tosic
et al. [15]. Unique in this approach is that it enables offering
services in classes rather than per instance. Tosic et al. also
treat the dependencies between different services in [9].
Sahai et al. [14] aim at automated SLA monitoring by
specifying SLAs and not only considering provider side
guarantees but focus also on distributed monitoring, taking
the client side into account. Barbon et al. [3] enable runtime monitoring while separating the business logic from
the monitoring functionality. For each instance of a process a monitor is created. Unique in this approach is the
ability to also monitor classes of instances, enabling abstraction from an instance level. The smart monitoring approach of Baresi et al. [4] implements the monitor itself
as a service. There are three types of monitors available
for different aspects of the system. Their approach is developed to monitor specifically contracts with constraints.
In [5] Baresi et al. present an approach to dynamically

monitor BPEL processes by adding monitoring rules to the
different processes. These rules are executed during runtime. Our approach does not require modifications to the
process descriptions what might suit better to some application areas. An interesting approach in this direction is work
by Mahbub et al. [13] who, as en exception, do consider
the whole state of the system in their monitoring approach.
They aim at monitoring derivations of behavior of the system. The requirements for monitoring are specified in event
calculus and evaluated with run-time data. Although many
of above mentioned approaches do consider third parties
and also allow abstraction of results for composite services,
none of them addresses how to create this abstraction in detail. Problems like matching messages from different processes as in our SubscribedNews example where databases
are used, are not considered.
Another research community analyzes root causes in services. In responding approaches dependency models are
used to find causes of violations within a company. Here,
composite services are not considered but merely services
the company is responsible for on its own. For example,
Agarwall et al. [2] determine the cause of a problem by using dependency graphs. Especially finding the cause of a
problem when a service has an SLA with different metrics
is here a challenging topic. Also Caswell et al. [8] use dependency models for managing internet services. Again, focussing on finding internal causes for problems. In our work
we identify causes of violations in other services rather than
internally. Furthermore, our dependencies between different services are on the same level of abstraction while in
root cause analysis one service is evaluated on different levels of abstraction.

7. Summary and Outlook
In this paper we describe our MoDe4SLA approach
which combines analysis information on dependency relations between services, and their impact factor on the
composite service during development phase with bilateral
monitoring results during runtime. The result supports the
company in managing its composite services for detection
and coverage of SLA violations. More specifically, decisions on whether or not to change content provider, whether
or not to change certain SLAs, and which SLAs should be
reconsidered are supported by depicting dependencies between services.
In the near future we plan to finalize the implementation
and evaluation of our approach. Extensive testing on complex composite services is needed. Furthermore, we plan to
extend our dependency based approach with handling complex SLAs where also dependencies between and within different SLOs occur. For example, SLAs where two different
SLOs concern response time, or where one SLO concerns

not only response time but also cost.
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